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SKYSCRAPER:  
300px wide x  
400px high

DOUBLE BUTTON: 
300px wide x  
125px high

MPU: 
300px wide x  
250px high

HIGHLIGHT BOX SLIDER:  
678px wide x 381px high

LEADERBOARD:  
728px wide x  
90px high

.co.uk

HOMEPAGE TAKEOVER:  
1144px wide x 584px high

*Click on boxes to check positions visually

HOMEPAGE TAKEOVER  

• We can accept up to 3 slider  
images that will rotate

• 1 slider image will display as a  
static image
Each slider image requires:

• A tag-line/headline for for each slider 
image: 3 to 7 words

• Landing page subtitle/CTA:  
10-15 words

• Post content (text): A paragraph  
30-35 words

• URL to link from CTA landing page
PLEASE NOTE: Slider images require 
bleed of 50 pixels to accommodate 
overlap text box in design

Website adverts
production@intelligentmedia.co.uk or call 0203 794 8555

POP UP:  
500px wide  
x 400px high

HIGHLIGHT BOX SLIDER

• Highlight Slider 1 of 4:  
Please supply one piece of artwork in 
the required specification.

• Highlight Slider 2 of 4:  
Please supply two pieces of artwork, 
each in the required specification.

• Highlight Slider 3 of 4:  
Please supply three pieces of artwork, 
each in the required specification.

• Highlight Slider 4 of 4:  
Please supply four pieces of artwork, 
each in the required specification.

• Highlight slider images  
must be static

• Multiple clicks can be supported

•  Please supply website 
advertising as a web-ready 
JPG or PNG or GIF, unless 

advert is dynamic where only 
a .gif file will be accepted

•  150 PPI
•   RATIO 2.04:1

Important Points:

PLEASE SUPPLY US WITH A URL TO LINK YOUR ADVERT TO



NEWS STORY
No more than 350 words

BLOGS & COMMENT PIECES
No more than 600 words

SPONSORED 
CONTENT

PLEASE ALSO SUPPLY
● 1 image

● Logo

● URL for image/logo to link to

● Contact details/CTA

Website sponsored content
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       SEARCH …

 GENERAL PRACTICE GENERAL PRACTITIONER GP GPS HEALTH TECH HEALTH TECHNOLOGY HEALTHCARE

NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE NHS RESTORE

 PREVIOUS
BMA: It’s a “gross insult” to compare the PM’s rule-breaking with
healthcare workers

NEXT 

What is the future of wellness?

HOME  HEALTH TECH  Smart records management helps GP surgeries support frontline change in the NHS

Smart records management helps GP surgeries support
frontline change in the NHS
 June 8, 2022   Health Tech

GPs and their staff are the bedrock of the NHS

Their importance has once again been demonstrated during the pandemic response. Shouldering the lion’s share of the COVID-19
vaccination programme alongside their existing workload, they provided more appointments nationally for patients than in the
equivalent period before the pandemic. In England, patient satisfaction with GPs has held up remarkably well.

GP surgeries regularly review ways to streamline operations by outsourcing key functions such as records management. Storing
patient records on surgery premises is no longer efficient. By outsourcing to Restore, they ensure all patient records are GDPR
compliant, and handled in a streamlined way to free up GP staff to concentrate on their core duties.

The NHS is no stranger to change and the Government’s Health and Care Bill, in force from April 2022, is a transformation to integrate
NHS and social care and provide a more coordinated approach to patient care.

Restore supports GP surgeries and commissioning groups with highly efficient, logical, and easy to access records management so
clinical staff can access records quickly and easily.

For paper records our secure off-site storage gives them peace of mind that vital patient data is protected and accessible. They can
retrieve physical patient files rapidly; next day or same day depending on requirements, or access records digitally using our scan on
demand service for urgent needs. Also, bulk scanning is available, so files can be retrieved by GP staff via our secure online platform.

GP surgeries and CCGs must always demonstrate compliance in handling patient records to meet strict NHS requirements and
Restore meets these criteria with robust audit trails for files. Patient confidentiality is paramount, and our security systems enable GP
surgeries, hospitals and other clinical groups to access files while complying with legislation and regulation.

Restore has worked with the NHS for many years in hospital and primary care settings and as an approved supplier across multiple
procurement frameworks, we offer assurance for information governance and compliance.

Everyone in the UK is rightly proud of what the NHS has done in responding so magnificently to the pandemic, but we should never
forget that our health service is there for us 24/7 and provides the nation with fantastic care. At Restore we are also very proud to be
working with such an extraordinary health service. By providing professional and innovative records management solutions we are
playing our part in helping the NHS to be the heroes of the nation, every day.

This is a sponsored article by: Restore

For further details and a copy of the white paper please click on link below: https://www.restore.co.uk/Records/Sectors/NHS-
Healthcare/GP-CCG?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=advertorial&utm_campaign=practicebusiness

Don’t forget to follow us on Twitter like us on Facebook or connect with us on LinkedIn!

HAVE YOU READ?

Recording more accurate appointment
data
by
Daniel Cook
December 3, 2021 During 2021 many
improvements are planned to improve the
quality of…

Powered by Contextual Related Posts

Leave a Reply

You must be logged in to post a comment.

Eight finance questions every PCN
manager should know
 July 19, 2023

New bill proposed to force government
to ‘come clean’ about primary care
challenges
 July 19, 2023

Number of 4-week waits for
appointments rises 42% in just one
year
 July 19, 2023

How ChatGPT can be used to improve
workplace DEI
 July 19, 2023

Why learning a language can boost
wellbeing
 July 19, 2023

London at risk of measles outbreak,
warns UKHSA
 July 18, 2023

Are animals allowed in your GP
practice?
 July 18, 2023

Six steps to protect your organisation
from a cyber attack
 July 18, 2023

New drug donanemab seen as turning
point in fight against Alzheimer’s
 July 18, 2023

NHS waiting lists hit record high in
England
 July 17, 2023

     

BE THE FIRST TO COMMENT

YOU MAY ALSO ENJOY

Our brand has evolved and grown over the past 11
years – today we are a market leading healthcare
publisher who produce monthly publications,
websites, events and other targeted information,
specifically for practice managers, GP partners and
the other decision makers responsible for practice
management

About Us

We here at Practice Business pride ourselves in
creating solutions for suppliers to deliver their
message in the most effective and interesting way
possible. Our long-standing experience means the
end result will be on message and read by the
right people, every time. Get in touch today to find
out how you can better reach your audience.

Advertising Options

Our broader portfolio also includes a rich mix of
education management titles – for state schools
and academies, independent fee paying schools
and free schools – we have something for
everyone!

Dealer Support

Education Executive

Intelligent Media,
c/o Soho Works, Unit 4.1
The Tea Building
56 Shoreditch High Street London 
E1 6JJ

Tel: 0203 794 8555
Fax: 0203 794 8554

Contact Us

Terms and Conditions

ABOUT US ADVERTISE WITH US OUR SISTER SITES CONTACT US

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK FOLLOW US ON LINKEDIN EMAIL US

Copyright © 2023 | Practice Business | Intelligent Media Solutions | This site is intended for healthcare professionals only.



Email Marketing



PB Weekly Email Inclusion - Adverts

PB Weekly Email Inclusion - Sponsored Content

V1

V2

LEAD AND MID BANNER 
600px wide x 150px high

NEWSLETTER BUTTON:  
170px wide x 350px high

SPONSORED INCLUSION: 
●  This inclusion is accelerated 

activity for a sponsored article  
● No additional copy is required

SPONSORED INCLUSION: 
● 50 words plus headline
● Link to webpage
● Logo or image

SPONSORED INCLUSION: 
● Article and advert combo
● Advert 140px wide x 480px high
● Link to webpage
● No additional copy required for article

*Click on boxes to check positions visually

Email marketing

V3 (PB weekly combo)

From: Angela Howland angela@intelligentmedia.co.uk
Subject: FW: Don’t spread it, stop it: Infection prevention this winter

Date: 18 July 2023 at 21:17
To: Amanda Lancaster designer@intelligentmedia.co.uk

PB bespoke email
 
From: Prac0ce Business <hello@email.prac0cebusiness.co.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2022 11:54 AM
To: Bronte Cavalla <bronte@intelligentmedia.co.uk>
Subject: Don’t spread it, stop it: Infec0on preven0on this winter
 

Let SC Johnson Professional help you with hand hygiene solu0ons

View in browser

 

Hands are the primary route for the spread of germs in the healthcare environment
 

Request a FREE site survey

Healthcare professionals should carry out a hand hygiene event:
 

• Before patient contact
  

• Before a clean/antiseptic procedure
  

• After body fluid exposure risk
  

• After patient contact
  

• After contact with patient surroundings

 

In the right
place

Used at the
right time

Used with the
right technique

And comprised
of the right
products

To help keep your facility safe from the spread of germs, your hand hygiene
provision needs to be:

Let us help you with our hand hygiene solutions
 
*Regular hand hygiene helps reduce the spread of germs

SC Johnson Professional, Denby Hall Way, Denby, Derbyshire DE5 8JZ, UK, 01773 855 330

Copyright © 2022 IMS, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email from the Practice Business team on behalf of us or one of our

partners. We never share your details with others, we only send relevant, interesting, targeted
information that we believe will be of interest to you and your business. Practice Business is a

brand owned by Intelligent Media Solutions Ltd.

56 Shoreditch High St, 
London E1 6JJ

No longer wish to receive our emails? You can update your preferences or
unsubscribe here

 

London E1 6JJ
Tel: 0203 794 8555

Email: info@intelligentmedia.co.uk 

BESPOKE / SOLUS  E-SHOT 

Finished HTML file designed at 800px wide 

●  Images must be provided as absolute  
links within HTML and separately in  
an image file

●  Please also provide PDF visual final email

●  We advise against the use of CSS as it  
is incompatible with some email clients

●  We advise against background images  
as it is incompatible

●  All styles should be in line

●  Please ensure the file only contains HTML  
and no java script

●  Please ensure that the code does not include 
your footer – to comply with GDPR legislation 
it must have ours

●  Please include the Subject line to use for  
the Email
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EDITOR’S pick

READ more

LIFESTYLE & COMMUNITY

Recieve what you 
want, when you want Click here to update 

your prefences

Using data to tackle healthcare inequalities
Having access to accurate real time information is transforming 

how we plan, manage, and sustain services, enabling leaders and 
frontline teams to make more informed decisions 

READ more

READ more

The wellness benefits  
of volunteering

We all know the importance of giving back, but  
how does volunteering improve our wellbeing? 

Keeping focused:  
A guide to being ‘present’  

The biggest gift we can each give ourselves is being 
present — but how can we achieve it? 

This week on practicebusiness.co.uk:  
Transformative data management    Understanding pensions    Managing contract endings

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER 
FOR OUR WEEKLY EMAIL

RECEIVE WHAT YOU WANT, WHEN 
YOU WANT - CLICK HERE TO  
UPDATE YOUR PREFERENCES

Posts of 
the week

@BrynawelRehab1   
Pencoed Medical Centre has 

won the Welsh Pharmaceutical 
Awards ‘Management of 

Substance Dependency’ award. 
Offering community #detox 
this #partnership shows that 

#primarycare and #thirdsector 
can deliver meaningful #recovery 

#alcohol #rehab 

@DrRichardPile  
Can anyone in #primarycare 
recommend a staff wellbeing 

questionnaire that could be used 
for the QOF QI domain for this 
year? Or have you created one 
you could share? I can’t find any 

official templates and am keen to 
avoid reinventing the wheel! 

This week’s round up of the best bits from Practice Business online
Weekly

COMPLIANCE

READ more READ more

Locum pension 
contributions: What 
you need to know 
In England and Wales, all 
practices are responsible 

for the employer’s pension 
contribution for locums - find 

out more here

LONG TERM 
CONDITIONS

READ more

Taking steps: a 
guide to FGM in 
general practices 

FGM inflicts severe physical 
and psychological harm 

on women and girls - learn 
what to do if you suspect 

someone is at risk

Managing ARRS  
staff amidst  

contract endings 
Navigating the complexities 

of managing ARRS staff as the 
end of contracts and potential 

funding shifts approach, 
requires an effective strategy

MANAGEMENT 

NEWS

READ moreREAD more

£240m government plan to strengthen 
NHS for winter challenges 

Consultants and junior doctors in 
England announce strike action

Practice Business  weekly emails:

From: Angela Howland angela@intelligentmedia.co.uk
Subject: FW: Don’t spread it, stop it: Infection prevention this winter

Date: 18 July 2023 at 21:17
To: Amanda Lancaster designer@intelligentmedia.co.uk

PB bespoke email
 
From: Prac0ce Business <hello@email.prac0cebusiness.co.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2022 11:54 AM
To: Bronte Cavalla <bronte@intelligentmedia.co.uk>
Subject: Don’t spread it, stop it: Infec0on preven0on this winter
 

Let SC Johnson Professional help you with hand hygiene solu0ons

View in browser

 

Hands are the primary route for the spread of germs in the healthcare environment
 

Request a FREE site survey

Healthcare professionals should carry out a hand hygiene event:
 

• Before patient contact
  

• Before a clean/antiseptic procedure
  

• After body fluid exposure risk
  

• After patient contact
  

• After contact with patient surroundings

 

In the right
place

Used at the
right time

Used with the
right technique

And comprised
of the right
products

To help keep your facility safe from the spread of germs, your hand hygiene
provision needs to be:

Let us help you with our hand hygiene solutions
 
*Regular hand hygiene helps reduce the spread of germs

SC Johnson Professional, Denby Hall Way, Denby, Derbyshire DE5 8JZ, UK, 01773 855 330

Copyright © 2022 IMS, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email from the Practice Business team on behalf of us or one of our

partners. We never share your details with others, we only send relevant, interesting, targeted
information that we believe will be of interest to you and your business. Practice Business is a

brand owned by Intelligent Media Solutions Ltd.

56 Shoreditch High St, 
London E1 6JJ

No longer wish to receive our emails? You can update your preferences or
unsubscribe here

 

London E1 6JJ
Tel: 0203 794 8555

Email: info@intelligentmedia.co.uk 

Bespoke email:
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       SEARCH …

New drug donanemab seen as turning point in fight
against Alzheimer’s
 July 18, 2023

Six steps to protect your organisation from a cyber attack
 July 18, 2023

Are animals allowed in your GP practice?
 July 18, 2023

London at risk of measles outbreak, warns UKHSA
 July 18, 2023

‘Right to disconnect’: Help or hindrance for organisations?
 July 17, 2023

Should your PCN set up a Limited
Company?
 June 22, 2023

Considering whether your primary care network should keep
reading

How to effectively embed digital in your trust
 June 5, 2023   Health Tech

How have work rules changed under the health and care visa?
 May 30, 2023   CPD, Finance and funding

Pollen food syndrome: What is it and what do we need to do about it?
 May 18, 2023   Long-term conditions

Four data protection tips for
GP surgeries
 July 13, 2023   Health Tech

With the NHS increasingly targeted by
cybercriminals, NHS organisations must act
to defend themselves and protect the privacy
and wellbeing of patients – here are keep
reading

How to create a highly usable
and accessible GP website
 June 26, 2023   Health Tech

Put together by NHS England, this guidance
aims to give practice managers, primary care
networks (PCNs), integrated care systems
(ICSs) (formerly CCGs), GP federations a
checklist keep reading

How to effectively embed
digital in your trust
 June 5, 2023   Health Tech

A guide to support board members in
embedding digital ways of working and lead
digital transformation within their
organisations CREDIT: This is an edited
version keep reading

How to access NHS.net with
no permanent place of work
 May 31, 2023   Health Tech

The locum container was set up after
lobbying by the BMA to allow GP locums to
make use of nhs.net mail when they don’t
have a keep reading

How to make your practice
more eco-friendly
 July 14, 2023   Compliance

Making your practice greener may seem like
a mammoth task, but it doesn’t have to be –
Dr Vasumathy Sivarajasingam gives her 12
top tips keep reading

What is the role of the social
prescribing link worker?
 June 23, 2023   Compliance

While an established role, the social
prescribing link worker is still surrounded
with questions – here’s more about the role,
including how you can measure keep
reading

Should your PCN set up a
Limited Company?
 June 22, 2023   Compliance

Considering whether your primary care
network should set up a Limited Company?
Here are a few questions to ask yourself
before you dive in. CREDIT: keep reading

The role of the paramedic
practitioner explained
 June 21, 2023   Compliance

What does a paramedic practitioner do?
What training and support is available to
paramedics beyond their initial training? Find
out below. CREDIT: This is an keep reading

Practicing self-care: Benefits,
ideas, and top tips
 July 14, 2023   Live it

We all talk about the importance of self-care,
but do any of us actually practice it in our day
to day lives? Here are self-care keep reading

Eight tips for successfully
setting boundaries
 July 13, 2023   Live it

It can be hard to know how to set
boundaries, let alone maintain a boundary
with a friend, family member or colleague –
try these keep reading

How to balance good times
and goal setting
 July 12, 2023   Live it

In achieving our objectives, it’s all to easy to
lose sight of what brings us joy – Gin Lalli
shares how to set your goals keep reading

Five ways to boost your
fitness without leaving your
desk
 July 7, 2023   Live it

If your job involves sitting at a desk for long
periods of time it can be much harder to fit
movement into your day – keep reading

MANAGEMENT

MEDICINE 4 MANAGERS

HEALTH TECH

FINANCE AND FUNDING

RECRUIT AND RETAIN

LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE

PREMISES

CQC

Live it

LATEST POSTS

Has abuse towards your
team increased?

Yes

No

EDITOR’S PICKS

Six steps to protect your organisation from a
cyber attack
 JULY 18, 2023   MANAGEMENT

‘Right to disconnect’: Help or
hindrance for organisations?

 JULY 17, 2023   MANAGEMENT

How to identify the right strategic
goals for your organisation

 JULY 13, 2023   MANAGEMENT

Advice on how to mitigate risk in
turbulent times

 JULY 12, 2023   MANAGEMENT

Top tips for managing annual leave

 JULY 11, 2023   MANAGEMENT

A guide to the latest COVID drugs and treatments
 July 10, 2023   Long-term conditions

With vaccines soaking up the COVID spotlight, it’s worth asking where we’ve got to with
treatments – find out the latest drugs and treatment for keep reading

A guide to the admission and
observation of head trauma
patients
 July 5, 2023   Long-term conditions

Six mouth cancer symptoms you
should know about
 July 3, 2023   Long-term conditions

A guide to hyponatraemia in
primary care
 June 27, 2023   Long-term conditions

A guide to podiatry in primary
care
 June 26, 2023   Long-term conditions

Nine unintended consequences of devolving
your PCN budgets
 JULY 7, 2023   FINANCE AND FUNDING

Five tax tips for locums

 JUNE 30, 2023   FINANCE AND FUNDING

A guide to financial planning for
primary care network leaders

 JUNE 22, 2023   FINANCE AND FUNDING

Nine unintended consequences of
devolving your PCN budgets

 JUNE 9, 2023   FINANCE AND FUNDING

How have work rules changed under
the health and care visa?

 MAY 30, 2023   CPD, FINANCE AND FUNDING

A brief guide to the International Retention Toolkit
 July 14, 2023   CPD

This toolkit aims to support the reduction in turnover of international staff in the NHS by
improving their experience at work – it is hoped keep reading

Tackling ableism in primary care
 July 11, 2023   CPD

Digital exclusion of patients: Why
it happens and how to avoid it
 June 28, 2023   CPD

A brief guide to the International
Retention Toolkit
 June 16, 2023   CPD

A guide to supporting in-work
progression
 June 6, 2023   CPD

Are animals allowed in your GP practice?
 JULY 18, 2023   PREMISES

How can NHS estate management
reduce health inequalities?

 MARCH 10, 2023   PREMISES

What to include in a GP partnership
agreement

 JANUARY 31, 2023   PREMISES

Strategies for minimising the impact
of medical devices on your carbon
footprint 

 JANUARY 3, 2023   PREMISES

How mobile units are delivering
healthcare on the go

 DECEMBER 20, 2022   PREMISES

How can GPs improve care for autistic patients?
 May 25, 2023   CQC

The CQC recently published a report entitled ‘How you see me matters: perspectives of autistic
people using primary care services’ with the aim to shed light on keep reading

How is the CQC assessing local
authorities?
 April 26, 2023   CQC

CQC guidance for infection
prevention and control
 April 20, 2023   CQC

How to make changes to your
CQC registration
 February 2, 2023   CQC

CQC guidance for supporting
autistic patients and patients
with a learning disability
 January 31, 2023   CQC

Our brand has evolved and grown over the past
11 years – today we are a market leading
healthcare publisher who produce monthly
publications, websites, events and other targeted
information, specifically for practice managers,
GP partners and the other decision makers
responsible for practice management

About Us

We here at Practice Business pride ourselves in
creating solutions for suppliers to deliver their
message in the most effective and interesting
way possible. Our long-standing experience
means the end result will be on message and
read by the right people, every time. Get in touch
today to find out how you can better reach your
audience.

Advertising Options

Our broader portfolio also includes a rich mix of
education management titles – for state schools
and academies, independent fee paying schools
and free schools – we have something for
everyone!

Dealer Support

Education Executive

Intelligent Media,
c/o Soho Works, Unit 4.1
The Tea Building
56 Shoreditch High Street London 
E1 6JJ

Tel: 0203 794 8555
Fax: 0203 794 8554

Contact Us

Terms and Conditions

ABOUT US ADVERTISE WITH US OUR SISTER SITES CONTACT US

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK FOLLOW US ON LINKEDIN EMAIL US

Copyright © 2023 | Practice Business | Intelligent Media Solutions | This site is intended for healthcare professionals only.
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How GPs can maintain a healthy sleep cycle

Five tax tips for locums
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What is the future of wellness?

HOME  HEALTH TECH  Smart records management helps GP surgeries support frontline change in the NHS

Smart records management helps GP surgeries support
frontline change in the NHS
 June 8, 2022   Health Tech

GPs and their staff are the bedrock of the NHS

Their importance has once again been demonstrated during the pandemic response. Shouldering the lion’s share of the COVID-19
vaccination programme alongside their existing workload, they provided more appointments nationally for patients than in the
equivalent period before the pandemic. In England, patient satisfaction with GPs has held up remarkably well.

GP surgeries regularly review ways to streamline operations by outsourcing key functions such as records management. Storing
patient records on surgery premises is no longer efficient. By outsourcing to Restore, they ensure all patient records are GDPR
compliant, and handled in a streamlined way to free up GP staff to concentrate on their core duties.

The NHS is no stranger to change and the Government’s Health and Care Bill, in force from April 2022, is a transformation to integrate
NHS and social care and provide a more coordinated approach to patient care.

Restore supports GP surgeries and commissioning groups with highly efficient, logical, and easy to access records management so
clinical staff can access records quickly and easily.

For paper records our secure off-site storage gives them peace of mind that vital patient data is protected and accessible. They can
retrieve physical patient files rapidly; next day or same day depending on requirements, or access records digitally using our scan on
demand service for urgent needs. Also, bulk scanning is available, so files can be retrieved by GP staff via our secure online platform.

GP surgeries and CCGs must always demonstrate compliance in handling patient records to meet strict NHS requirements and
Restore meets these criteria with robust audit trails for files. Patient confidentiality is paramount, and our security systems enable GP
surgeries, hospitals and other clinical groups to access files while complying with legislation and regulation.

Restore has worked with the NHS for many years in hospital and primary care settings and as an approved supplier across multiple
procurement frameworks, we offer assurance for information governance and compliance.

Everyone in the UK is rightly proud of what the NHS has done in responding so magnificently to the pandemic, but we should never
forget that our health service is there for us 24/7 and provides the nation with fantastic care. At Restore we are also very proud to be
working with such an extraordinary health service. By providing professional and innovative records management solutions we are
playing our part in helping the NHS to be the heroes of the nation, every day.

This is a sponsored article by: Restore

For further details and a copy of the white paper please click on link below: https://www.restore.co.uk/Records/Sectors/NHS-
Healthcare/GP-CCG?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=advertorial&utm_campaign=practicebusiness

Don’t forget to follow us on Twitter like us on Facebook or connect with us on LinkedIn!

HAVE YOU READ?

Recording more accurate appointment
data
by
Daniel Cook
December 3, 2021 During 2021 many
improvements are planned to improve the
quality of…
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Our brand has evolved and grown over the past 11
years – today we are a market leading healthcare
publisher who produce monthly publications,
websites, events and other targeted information,
specifically for practice managers, GP partners and
the other decision makers responsible for practice
management

About Us

We here at Practice Business pride ourselves in
creating solutions for suppliers to deliver their
message in the most effective and interesting way
possible. Our long-standing experience means the
end result will be on message and read by the
right people, every time. Get in touch today to find
out how you can better reach your audience.

Advertising Options

Our broader portfolio also includes a rich mix of
education management titles – for state schools
and academies, independent fee paying schools
and free schools – we have something for
everyone!

Dealer Support

Education Executive

Intelligent Media,
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New drug donanemab seen as turning point in fight against
Alzheimer’s
 July 18, 2023   News

As reported by The Times, more than 720,000 people in Britain could benefit from groundbreaking
new drugs that slow the progression of Alzheimer’s disease, experts say

Scientists will tomorrow reveal the first detailed results of a landmark trial of donanemab, a treatment for early Alzheimer’s. The US
pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly announced in May that the trial had been successful, slowing cognitive decline by about a third over 18
months, but will give the full results at a medical conference in Amsterdam.

The announcement comes after a similar drug, lecanemab, made by the Japanese company Eisai, was earlier this month licensed for
use in the US after trial data showed it could slow decline by a quarter.

After years of trial failures, the two treatments are the first successfully to delay the relentless progression of Alzheimer’s.

“This is a new era,” said Richard Oakley, associate director of research at the Alzheimer’s Society. “There is still a long journey ahead,
because this will pave the way for better drugs, but I’m really excited.”

Scientists are keen to see how donanemab affects different groups of people, including those with genetic mutations, at different
stages of the disease. Details of side-effects and the duration of the beneficial effect will also be closely examined.

If approved in the UK, the drugs could be used to help 720,000 people, according to estimates by the Alzheimer’s Society and
Alzheimer’s Research UK. That includes 435,000 people with mild cognitive impairment — a precursor to full-blown Alzheimer’s — and
286,000 with mild Alzheimer’s.

Amanda Pritchard, NHS England’s chief executive, said the health service was setting up a team to oversee the roll-out of the drugs

Identifying those people is a bigger problem. Only 62% of over-65s with dementia in England currently have a formal diagnosis — and
getting one takes up to two years. Too often, when patients do finally receive a diagnosis, they are just told they have broadly defined
“dementia”.

These drugs, which are given by drip in hospital every few weeks, clear away amyloids, toxic proteins that clog up the brain. As a result,
they work only for people with early-stage Alzheimer’s — not other forms of the disease, such as vascular or frontotemporal dementia
— or mild cognitive impairment with a positive test for elevated amyloid.

This amyloid can only be detected with a lumbar puncture or a PET scan — 3D internal imaging. But with just 88 PET scanners in the
UK, experts believe a vast infrastructural change is needed if patients are to access the drugs.

Only two per cent of dementia patients receive the detailed diagnosis they require to be eligible to receive the new drugs.

NHS England has set up a team of officials to crack these problems before health regulators have finished assessing the drugs, which is
expected to happen next year.

NHS England’s chief executive, Amanda Pritchard, said the new treatments “could make a real difference” to people with early-stage
Alzheimer’s.

“The NHS is a world-leader when it comes to rolling out cutting-edge treatments,” she said. “In NHS England, we are setting up a
dedicated team to plan for the roll-out of a new class of drugs as soon as we get a green light from the MHRA [Medicines and
Healthcare products Regulatory Agency] and Nice [National Institute for Health and Care Excellence], who . . . have to assess the safety
and clinical and cost-effectiveness of the treatment.

“We are already thinking about how we can ramp up scanning, treatment and monitoring capacity to deliver these drugs to eligible
patients and improve the quality of their lives and their families’ lives.”

Susan Mitchell, head of policy at Alzheimer’s Research UK, said it is vital the drugs are not overpriced. “We want to make sure it gets to
the people who need it, so it needs to be valued appropriately. And we need to have an NHS ready to deliver it to patients who need it.”

Oakley said: “There is a huge challenge ahead. We’ve got disease-modifying treatments coming through, but we don’t have the
capacity to give them, we diagnose people too late and not specifically enough at the moment, and we don’t have the infrastructure
we need.

“But this is the biggest opportunity we’ve ever had in Alzheimer’s disease, because we now have treatments which slow down the
progression of the disease for the first time in its 110-year history.

“We believe we have an opportunity to remodel the health and care system to ensure we benefit from these breakthroughs.”

The results will be presented tomorrow afternoon at the Alzheimer’s Association International Conference in Amsterdam.

Don’t forget to follow us on Twitter like us on Facebook or connect with us on LinkedIn!
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